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Abstract: This article presents and describes an extracurricular enrichment intervention program to
promote the development of resilience factors, aimed at teenagers with high abilities from vulnerable
social contexts. In addition, its effects on aspects related to creativity and resilience are explored.
This program proposes a series of creative and meaningful activities so that students can explore,
experiment, express their emotions and analytically contrast their own identity characteristics with
their surrounding reality. A comparative case study was carried out with a mixed methodological
approach. Three students (two male and one female) of 13 and 14 years of age and with high
abilities, who attended a public middle school located in a disadvantaged sector of the Mexican
capital, participated. The program was developed over nine sessions (90 min each), over two months.
The quantitative analysis did not show significant differences in the creativity and resilience factors.
However, the qualitative analysis of the tasks and products created by the participants has provided
positive evidence about the program’s contribution to enhancing their self-knowledge and coping
skills, considering the adversities of their family, school and social contexts.
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1. Introduction

Resilience can be understood, from an ecosystem point of view of human development, as a
dynamic and multidimensional process that people unfold in their quest to reach a positive adjustment
to immediate adversity [1,2]. This concept is a paradigm shift in the comprehension of the human
being, because it emphasizes potential in the range of resources and the relations of people with their
contextual environment. Resilience is a complex and interactive phenomenon that cannot be explained
only as a fixed personal characteristic, or as depending on a certain variable, but is the result of the
whole frame of dynamic transactions between multiple factors that correspond to individual and
contextual dimensions, whether personal, family, socio-community, or cultural characteristics [3].

In each one of these dimensions, there are protective and risk factors. Risk factors are those
conditions biological, psychological, cognitive or environmental conditions that hinder integral
development and make people more vulnerable to certain situations in their lives [4,5]. For example,
a low level of intelligence (personal), any family dysfunction (family), a social context of poverty
(social), or a racist society (cultural) can represent risk factors. Protective factors have to do with the
characteristics, resources and support that help buffer the response of people to the same events in life.
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A positive self-esteem and self-efficacy, family cohesion, systemic community support and tolerant
culture are examples of protective factors: personal, familial, social, and cultural, respectively.

The research about resilience tried to identify the presence of both factors of these dimensions
through the study of people that belong to vulnerable groups, that have unfavorable situations
(refugees), or that have experienced traumatic and critical situations (abuse, neglect) [1,2,6,7].

In recent decades, an ecological system approach has been taken [8] which is more focused on
the transactional processes of resilience that are established between the different risk and protective
factors of these dimensions [3,6,9]. Resilience can be better understood if it’s examined as the result of
these transactions “within” and “between” the multiple system levels over the years [2,3,10]. Therefore,
it is a dynamic process rather than a linear one, which can shift constantly as people and their contexts’
subsystems are transformed. For example, the theoretical Relational-Cultural (ECA) perspective about
resilience [3,10] is used to understand the complex interpersonal and cultural dynamics with many
dimensions that affect people’s ability to be resilient, and allows us to go deeper, not only into the
dynamic and nonlinear qualities of resilience, but also into its idiosyncratic, universal, modulated,
and modifiable character through a mediational intervention.

Specifically, about the relative and idiosyncratic character of resilience, Rutter [11] has pointed out
that in a determined situation, a risk factor may cease and become a protective factor depending on the
interpretation of a situation in a given cultural context. Therefore, the vulnerable areas of a person
or social group are idiosyncratic expressions of “risk”, which may be mitigated by compensatory
strategies that support links with other significant people [12].

Likewise, resilience is not a process that is only activated in the face of extraordinarily adverse
situations, nor is it a characteristic of certain individuals or specific groups. However, throughout their
life, any person can find themselves in adverse situations and activate resilience responses successfully.
However, the same person may respond differently to the same adversities at another time in their life,
or to a different stressful or adverse situation [13]. In addition, what can be considered risk and/or
protective factors for one individual may not be so for another with a different predisposition, in terms
of characteristics and environment [7,14].

Regarding the predisposition to resilience, a key factor is the coping mechanism. For Manciaux [15],
resilience consists of a stable and structured practice of coping answers, which is to say, it consists
of many successive strategies in different behavior domains that altogether constitute a state, both
for resistance to events and for the building and development of a life project. So, coping would be
the first step of resilience and the set of coping strategies is what allows one to keep building a more
durable state with higher levels of systematization and structuring [15].

Current theoretical approaches about resilience have highlighted that it can be modulated through
the promotion of resilience factors [10]. Therefore, it becomes more relevant not only to identify the
interplay between risk and protective factors, but especially to implement support and compensatory
strategies [16] that fundamentally allow the strengthening of the protective factors as much as the
promotion of resilience factors [3,10,17]. These factors, unlike the first ones, do not protect one from
risk, but are the ones that allow one to confront it-for example, by having a significant other that
gives unconditional affective support [18]. This support would be understood more as a resilience
factor and not as a protective factor because it does not act directly against the risk [17]. In this regard,
the implementation of strategies of intervention in schools to promote resilience plays an important
role because it is possible to promote coping strategies within the students that enable them to be
resilient and to favor the development of social, academic and personal abilities that help the students
to overcome such situations and succeed in life by exploiting their potential [19,20]. For example,
Cyrulnik [21] has highlighted the importance of “resilience tutors”, which include anything (a person,
a place, an event, a work of art) that can strengthen a person’s psychological development and
contribute to overcoming the unfavorable circumstances they may encounter in the future.

On the other hand, in Grotberg’s interactive model [22] resilience has been analyzed through the
development of personal competences, which are manifested in the relationship that can be established
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with others, considering three fundamental categories: (a) the support that the person believes he can
receive (I have); (b) the intra-psychic strengths and the internal conditions which he defines himself
(I am); and (c) the skills to interact and problem solving (I can). In turn, Saavedra [23,24], in his
emergent model of resilience, has identified a number of specific factors for each of these three major
dimensions. For example, some factors that fall within Grotberg’s “I am” dimension [22], Saavedra
points to the identity (referring to what and how a person stably defines himself or herself by the
facts and actions that he or she displays throughout his or her life in accordance with the values
of his or her culture); autonomy (i.e., independence of action; such as satisfaction); self-esteem and
feeling of achievement that a person has when trying to respond to a critical situation, and coping
(positive orientation towards action). Likewise, the “I have” dimension includes factors such as:
goals (the meaning of an action) bonds and networks (the types of interpersonal, family, social support
and the accompanying affective and value judgments, among others). Additionally, for the third
dimension “I can” factors such as: self-efficacy (the self-perception of one’s own capacity); learning
(both an understanding of the problematic situation and an opportunity to learn); and, generativity
(the ability to ask for support from others) are considered.

In this emerging model of Saavedra [23,24] the factors also refer in a focused way of this areas of
depth, namely: (a) basic conditions, which refer to the system of beliefs and links already consolidated
at a certain point, which are the basis that supports the other areas, such as the identity factor;
(b) visions of oneself and of the problem, which allude to the positive affective and cognitive elements
for interpreting the person and the problem situation, corresponding to these types of factors, autonomy
and satisfaction, respectively; and, (c) the resilient response, relating to the way of acting and facing up
to adverse situations, in which case, the action goals allude to this area. In this Respect, involvement in
creative activities or the development of people’s creative potential can be a very appropriate way of
promoting resilience factors [25–27]. For example, Metzl and Morrell [25] have highlighted the role
of personal creativity in resilience processes. Similarly, Thomson [28] has highlighted a very strong
relationship between resilience and creativity. Firstly, both concepts involve personal and cultural
components. On the one hand, it has been proven that resilient people and creative people share
personal characteristics, such as flexibility, initiative, resourcefulness, adaptability, spontaneity and
originality, for example [25,29]. However, also, both concepts imply a range of contextual factors,
from the establishment of active links with other significant ones to the existence of familiar and
contextual supports that allow them the freedom to undertake something new [25,30,31].

The similarities in some personal characteristics and profiles of creative and resilient people
imply frequent activation of similar mental processes, such as adaptive cognition [25,28,32]. Adaptive
cognition refers to ways and tactics of thinking and acting which are conducive to the well-being of
oneself and others, and it involves a high degree of metacognitive component, since it involves the
use of thinking strategies that lead to the achievement of fulfilling full and useful life [32]. Another
shared process common to both concepts is emotional flexibility [33,34]. Thus, it has been pointed out
that resilient people can cope with critical situations, using humor, creative exploration and optimistic
thinking [34]. In other words, they activate a series of positive emotions and are able to focus on
them and associate them productively with their personal characteristics and the circumstances they
are going through. This allows them to consider the problem from a constructive approach and face
adversities in a more optimistic and enthusiastic way [34].

It has also been found that divergent thinking, one of the central processes of creativity, is another
process that is activated in both resilience and creativity. This process refers to an aspect of psychological
flexibility that makes it possible to understand problems from various points of view to activate various
explanations and find possible solutions to them [35,36]. In this regards, divergent thinking [37] has
also been associated with mental mechanisms that resilient people use to overcome critical situations,
as well as self-awareness and emotional expressiveness [26]. In addition, both creative and resilient
people are able to distance themselves from stressful stimuli when they are in the flow experience and
find pleasure in being engaged in an activity that interests them, without expecting external rewards
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for it. Consequently, in this autotelic experience, positive emotions are activated, personal skills are
put into action, and self-confidence is increased [38].

The importance of contextual aspects, as in the case of resilience, has been constantly highlighted by
research on creativity. Different theoretical models on creativity have highlighted its multidimensional
character [30,39]. Not only when defining creativity as a characteristic of the creative product, as
in the case of Plucker, Beghetto and Dow [40], who point out that a result is creative when it meets
the criteria of originality and appropriateness, provided that these features are determined by a
specific socio-cultural and historical context. This multidimensional characteristic also becomes
present when creativity are examined and particularized with a systemic view. They also examine
and particularize their different dimensions with a systemic view, in the same way as Sternberg and
Lubart [30] which gives a relevant weight to the environment, in addition to personal characteristics
and features, processes and the product. The existence of an immediate context that provides support
and containment is also key to realizing people’s creative potential; in other words, an environment
that encourages and supports a person’s involvement in activities geared towards the new [40].

This is why there is a close association between creativity and resilience; early studies on resilience
have considered creativity as a type or a factor of resilience [41]. Wolin and Wolin [41] consider
humor and creativity as key capacities that allow positive, fun and even beautiful aspects to be found
in the midst of adversity and chaos, and which become evident especially once adversity has been
overcome. Moreover, for Metzl and Morrel [25], creativity can be seen as a personality trait of resilient
people, and therefore plays a fundamental role in the conceptualization of resilience as a multifactorial
process. For example, intellectual curiosity, high levels of commitment, self-confidence and emotional
involvement, attraction to complexity and difference are some of the main personality traits that
resilient and creative people may share [25,26,29].

Scientific research has found significant correlations and associations between different specific
aspects of creativity and resilience. De Caroli and Sagone [42] found significant relationships between
creative personality traits and commitment, competence and adaptability in Italian adolescents;
the more they perceived themselves as creative, the more they tended to be committed and competent
in finding new solutions to problems in a resilient way. Hence, they postulate a “creative resilience”,
which according to their levels can positively or negatively influence the outcomes of people’s
development and growth, in different domains of everyday life, such as academic performance,
career choice and job satisfaction, close relationships.

Creativity has also been considered a predictor and as a factor that modulates between emotional
and identity aspects and resilience [25,43]. In this sense, a recent study [43] of secondary school students
in China showed not only the existence of positive, moderately significant correlation between positive
emotions, creativity and resilience, but also that creativity acts as a mediating variable between these
positive emotions and the capacity of students to be resilient when learning a third language; that is,
when students experience emotions, for example those linked to feeling good and happy, they perceive
and face learning contexts with a creative and flexible perspective.

On the other hand, it is important to note that the stress and difficulties adolescents go through
can affect their creativity and resilience, but also, situational threat can have positive components.
Several studies [44,45] argue that situational stress decreases divergent thinking, because stress induces
a tendency to rely on established responses and routines, or because it induces cognitive rigidity [46].
Kruglanski and colleagues found that stress often induces a need for closure that inhibits the flow of
ideas, a critical component of creative thinking [47].

Situational threat, on the other hand, can motivate creative behavior. Anecdotal evidence shows
that many inventions occurred during times of war or urgent need [48,49]. Experimental research [50]
is consistent with the idea that conflict enhances creativity in matters that are relevant to conflict.
Other researchers also found that stress is a facilitator of the creative process [51], particularly when
the level of stress is modest, and the situation is controllable [52]. Stress can improve sensitivity to the
nature of the creative problem [53].
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Walton and Kemmelmeier [54] explain that the threat mobilization hypothesis argues that it
is precisely under conditions of urgency and threat that individuals are motivated to explore new
solutions to solve pressing problems. For example, in times of war or impending disaster, and with
access to limited resources, people have often generated technologies and ad hoc solutions that have
proven to be highly successful.

Runco [53] found out that the threat can increase the sensitivity or prominence of a problem and
provide the motivation to seek an innovative solution. This approach can result in improved creative
performance. In addition, in other studies [51], stress is considered beneficial for the creative process,
and its own resilience.

In addition, a synergistic link between the two concepts could be considered, which enhance each
other. In other words, providing tools for people to be more creative can strengthen their capacity for
resilience and, in addition, by achieving a higher degree of resilience, people can use and benefit from
their creative potential.

It is not surprising that providing support in schools to enhance students’ resilient capacities is an
appropriate intervention strategy to advance the educational and social inclusion of all students [12,19,33].
In this regard, it can be very appropriate for the comprehensive development of students with different
abilities, such as high ability students.

Indeed, same as anyone else, people with high intellectual abilities can show and benefit from
resilience in their lives, and they are likely to deal with adverse situations as well. Not only in their
family and community contexts may there be situations of risk, family violence or schools with low
educational quality [55] or be part of vulnerable social groups or marginalized communities [56],
but they may also present a double exception, a combination of high intellectual abilities with specific
difficulties in another area of their development [57]. In this regard, some research has addressed the
issue of high abilities by relating them to protective and risk factors associated with resilience [58,59].

From a resilient approach, according to Neihart [58], high abilities are a protective factor, because
they involve a series of internal resources that make people with these characteristics more resilient,
and allow them to overcome adverse and stressful events that may occur in their lives. But at the same
time, from a risk approach, some of the internal distinctive notes such as asynchronous development,
emotional intensity, and especially the interpretations and responses provided in the immediate
contexts of these people, can place them in a situation of vulnerability and hinder the development of
their potentialities [58]. In this regard, several studies [58–60], identified the obstacles experienced by
young people with high by taking into account perceptions of achievement and cultural conflict in
their immediate contexts, but also attempted to identify the common characteristics that children with
high abilities share with resilient children.

Neihart [61] pointed out that some of these personal characteristics are curiosity, self-efficacy,
sense of humor and problem-solving ability but also a family context that allows them to develop with
a certain autonomy, not conformism, an optimistic vision of the future and a positive explanatory
style in the face of complex situations (type of explanatory style) [60]. However, not all children with
these characteristics develop high levels of resilience [58]. Some longitudinal empirical studies, such as
one conducted by Reis, Colbert and Heber [62], analyzed the factors associated with resilience and its
effects on academic performance in academically talented students and found that protective factors,
such as having the support of significant adults, participation in varied extracurricular activities,
high self-confidence and maintaining friendly relationships with peers, contributed to these students
achieving high levels of performance in their academic lives. Moreover, positive emotions related
to gratitude, hope, love and humor, among others, and their frequent expression in family contexts,
constituted a string protective factor in students with high abilities who faced adverse situations in a
resilient manner [63]. In addition, the locus of personal control, fostered by family figures, is key to
resilience for students with high abilities, since it allows them to strengthen their levels of confidence,
autonomy and coping with adverse situations that they perceive as challenging [64].
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Regarding the association between high capacities, creativity and resilience, some research works
have tried to explain their combination and effects. For instance, a research study with Brazilian high
capacity adolescent students [65] focuses on psychological processes involved in identity, highlighting
three dimensions: configurative (relate to identity); recursive (related to personal characteristics,
resources and skills) and creative (linked to resilient factors, in which they gather a set of mechanisms
responsible for exploring the various possibilities of dealing with the world, creating new combinations).
In the sample of adolescents, significant correlations were found between the variables of self-concept
(average), positive self-esteem, expectations and beliefs related to the locus of control, in relation to
a high capacity for resilience; therefore, when adolescents with high intellectual abilities manifest
positive self-concept and self-esteem, they perceive themselves as people with many psychological
attributes and resources that are optimal for facing adverse situations. Although adolescents show
heterogeneous profiles, identity is understood as a process resulting from the intersection between
the organizational characteristics of the self, their relationships with others and their resilience, which
generates positive expectations about the possibility of re-creating themselves.

Another more recent study [66] examined the variables associated with resilience, taking into
account three domains: personal, parental and peer support, in Chinese middle school students with
high academic abilities. The personal domain included variables such as hope, creativity and curiosity.
In the parental support domain, trust, communication and parental alienation were considered; while in
the peer support domain, trust, communication and peer alienation were analyzed. The results showed
that the personal variables: hope, creativity and curiosity were related to the capacity of resilience
of these students, while the parental support variables did not exhibit predictive effects superior to
those of the personal variables and those corresponding to the peer support dimension had additional
predictive effects.

In summary, while there is some consensus in the studies regarding personality features, intellectual
abilities and family characteristics [67], high abilities are not synonymous with resilience; not all resilient
children have high intellectual abilities, nor do all gifted children have resilient characteristics [16,68],
hence the need to develop and implement proposals in different contexts, especially in school settings
to promote resilience, focusing on analysis and action, individual and collective strengths which
ensures the comprehensive development of students.

According to Dole [57] the main intervention strategies for resilience in students with high
abilities, especially when it comes to double exception, are: (a) early identification and promotion of
self-knowledge, crucial is the early identification of potential and difficulties; (b) targeted interventions,
which need to focus not only on reducing risk factors in the lives of children and their family lives,
but also on promoting the development of protective factors and activating resilient resources in
the person and their contexts; (c)counseling, both for the student and his or her family, paying
special attention to their emotional needs that must be addressed even before the academic aspects,
strengthening links with significant people who provide unconditional acceptance; in this regard,
self-knowledge is a necessary precursor to self-acceptance; (d) extra-curricular activities: enabling
them to develop their skills positive self-esteem and self-efficacy, for instance, through artistic and
creative activities.

For example, some intervention proposals, such as Ballam’s [69], with highly skilled young
people from indigenous ethnic groups in Oceania and in disadvantaged socio-economic circumstances,
emphasize a sense of identity and supportive and affective relationships as essential factors in
promoting resilience. Furthermore, in Mexico [70], following an ecosystem theory perspective,
an intervention aimed at primary school students with high intellectual capacities, in an area of high
social marginalization, highlighted the relevance of early identification of students’ potential and the
implementation of assessment and intervention programs that promote higher levels of resilience in
the different school subsystems involved in their learning.

The importance of including activities that involve creative engagement has been highlighted in a
number of intervention proposals related to resilience [71,72]. In this regard, Beghetto and Kaufman [73]
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have point out that, while people show creativity when they contribute something new that has value
in the world (creativity as a “big C”), creativity is also an inherent part of everyday human experience.
Therefore, involving people in activities that enable them to make new and valuable productions for
their daily lives (creativity as a “small C”) is an optimal strategy for encouraging individual expression
and strengthening social connections, hence the desirability of including creativity in proposals for
intervention linked to resilience. For Beghetto [74], any practice related to creativity should consider
the following issues: (a) teaching explicitly for creative thinking; (b) providing opportunities for choice
and discovery; (c) encouraging students’ intrinsic motivation; (d) establishing a learning environment
that supports creativity; and, finally, (e) providing opportunities for students to use their imagination
while learning.

In summary, resilience, creativity and high abilities are closely linked and a greater understanding
of their characteristics and network of factors, at their different ecological levels of analysis, can be key
to developing proposals for intervention in educational contexts. Therefore, the design, application
and evaluative analysis of the contributions of an extracurricular intervention program in vulnerable
school contexts, in order to develop resilience in students with high intellectual abilities would help to
enrich not only the understanding of both issues: high abilities and resilience, but also to examine
possible strategies to transform schools into resilient frameworks [19,36].

Some young people with high capacities may be in contexts of high vulnerability and social risk,
due to lack of development opportunities, living in contexts of economic and social marginalization,
having a dysfunctional family and a disadvantaged social environment. Faced with this situation,
it is necessary to develop their resilience to enable them to unfold their potential and thus
overcome adversity.

Therefore, the objective of this paper is to describe an intervention program to promote the
development of resilient factors in three cases of students with high intellectual abilities living in a
marginalized urban area. Through this extracurricular enrichment intervention based on Grotberg’s
model [5,22], we sought to generate conditions of resilience that would make it possible to reduce
the risk and vulnerability of the context of these students through their involvement in creative and
meaningful activities that would be useful for them to explore, experiment, express their emotions and
analytically contrast their own identity characteristics and their surrounding reality.

The following section describes the methodology followed by the case study. Subsequently,
the results obtained in the three cases of students with high intellectual capacities are analyzed; and,
finally, these results are discussed, and the conclusions and implications arising from the analysis of
the intervention program and its contributions are pointed out.

2. Materials and Method

2.1. Context and Setting

The social context where this research was carried out is located in a municipality in the eastern
region of Mexico City, which corresponds to the metropolitan and conurbation area of the Valley of
Mexico, considered to be one of the municipalities with the highest degree of marginalization and
insecurity in the Mexican Republic, with great contrasts within it. While most housing has basic
services, urban infrastructure and services are deficient. According to the Statistical and Geographic
Yearbook of Mexico City [75], this municipality has several unfavorable socioeconomic indicators
(unemployment, low-paying jobs, and informal trade, among others); it was also noted as one of the
most violent areas of the country. Education indicators show that nearly 3% of the population over the
age of 15 is illiterate, and the average length of schooling was 9.6 years, with men exceeding women.
Almost 20% of the population comes from other states of Mexico.

The intervention was carried out in a public middle school, located in this municipality, with which
there have been previous collaborations. The school was founded 35 years ago. The middle school
campus is composed of a total of 3 buildings of different levels. It has two sports courts, a library,
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a laboratory, and a multipurpose room. The school teaches in two shifts, morning and afternoon;
the morning shift (in which the research was carried on), had 5 groups from each secondary school
grade (15 in total), and serves approximately a ratio of 30 students per group (450 students in total).
Most of the students come from this municipality. The school level of most parents is high school
studies; only 10% have a bachelor’s degree and another 10% have a postgraduate degree. With regard to
economic activities, most mothers were housewives, without receiving financial remuneration; others
were engaged in trade or ancillary work. Most fathers had a paid job in either in a formal or informal
situation, working as traders, civil servants or in elementary or support activities. About school
performance, one third of the students reported having failed at least one subject from the previous
school year, such as Biology, Science, Geography and Mathematics. Most school absenteeism is
reported as being due to illness or personal reasons.

2.2. Design

This is a comparative case study with a mixed methodological approach and an exploratory
scope [76]. A concurrent triangulation design is used, since the collection and analysis of the quantitative
and qualitative data was carried out at the same time as the implementation of the intervention program
for the identified students [77].

2.3. Participants

The following criteria were used for the selection of the cases:

(a) Being diagnosed with high intellectual abilities
(b) Having studied at the same school since the 1st year of middle school
(c) Having a poor academic performance
(d) Having risk and vulnerability factor (family, economic, social)

The inclusion criteria were the following:

(a) Having the informed consent of their parents
(b) Having their consent to participate voluntarily during the program
(c) Attending 100% of the program

The study was carried out with three identified students with high intellectual capacities
(one female and two male), from the second and third grade of middle school whose ages were
between 13 and 14 years old.

The characteristics of the participants who met the inclusion criteria will be described below.
To safeguard the students anonymity, their names were changed to fictitious ones.

Ana

Ana is 13 years old and in her second year of middle school. She lives with her parents. She has
four brothers and sisters and she is the third child. Her mother was born in the state of Guerrero and
currently has no paid job; she used to sell shoes. Her father is from Mexico City, he is a merchant;
he sells chicken. She does not know her parents’ level of education. As for her studies, Ana reports that
she has been in school since pre-school; her average grade for the previous semester was 7.3 (out of 10),
and she has failed two subjects during her studies: Physics and Ethics. In addition, she informs that
she has had some unjustified absences during this school term (because of laziness).

Alberto

Alberto is 14 years old and in his third year of middle school. He lives with his parents; he is
the youngest of three brothers, only one of whom lives in the family home. His mother was born in
the state of Veracruz, did not finish her high school studies and currently does not have a paid job.
His father is from Mexico City, did not finish his high school studies and currently works as a police
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officer. As for his studies, Alberto reports that he has been in school since pre-school; his average grade
for the previous semester was 6 (out of 10), and he has failed three subjects during middle school:
Mathematics, Workshop and Ethics. In addition, he says he has had some absences this school year
due to illness.

Tomás

Tomás is 14 years old and in his third year of middle school. His parents are divorced, and he
lives with his father and a younger sister. His father is a lawyer and we have no information about his
mother. His average grade from the previous year is 7.5 and he has not failed any subjects; he likes Math
and writing. He has had some absences during this term because of illness and other unjustified ones.

2.4. Instruments and Materials

2.4.1. Instruments for the Identification of Students with High Abilities and Their Characterization

1. Advanced Scale Progressive Matrix Test [78]. This is a psychometric test of perceptive intelligence
that evaluates general non-verbal intelligence and analogical reasoning from a series of matrices
arranged in different levels of increasing difficulty. It consists of two series, Series I consist of
12 problems, and allows training in the working method. Series II consist of 36 problems. It is
applied collectively or individually; it allows examining high level educational capacity. It can be
applied to people who stand out from the average and to adults. Those students who obtain a
percentile equal or higher than 75 are selected.

2. Adolescent Academic Self-Concept Scale (AAPA) [79]. This is an academic self-concept scale for
adolescent students with global dimensions. The scale has 16 Likert scale items with five levels
of response: 1 = Never, 2 = Sometimes, 3 = Regularly, 4 = Many times, 5 = Always. They are
grouped into 4 factors: self-regulation (before I start a task I analyze the different ways to carry
it out), general intellectual skills (I analyze my grades to see if they correspond to what I did),
motivation (I strive to make my work the best in the class) and creativity (to solve a problem,
I look for ways that others would not think of). The test obtained a reliability of 0.828 through a
Cronbach´s alpha.

3. Torrance Creative Thinking Test TTCT-Figurative [80]. The objective of the Figurative TTCT is to
evaluate creative productions through the composition of drawings. The productions resulting
from these activities are evaluated in the following dimensions of creativity: Fluidity, Originality,
Elaboration, Resistance to Premature Closure and Abstraction of Titles. The reliability coefficient
for the creativity index is 0.985.

4. Socio-demographic data sheet and evaluation of academic performance. This was an ad
hoc questionnaire to find out the socio-demographic status of the participants and a brief
academic history.

2.4.2. Instruments for Evaluating Variables in Students

1. Scale of Potential Resources for Adolescent Resilience (ERPRA by its Spanish acronym) [81].
This is a useful scale of measurement for assessing the potential resources that adolescents have
for developing resilience at different levels (personal, family and social), and can be applied to
teenagers aged 13–18 years. It is based on an ecological-trans-sectoral approach, where resilience
is assumed to be a dynamic process in which various factors that mobilize in risk situations
interact and result in positive adaptation. It is a questionnaire with 50 items, with 4 options
of answer Likert style (1 = Totally disagree; 2 = Disagree; 3 = Agree; and 4 = Totally agree).
The factors are: (a) Positive thinking (14 items) is one of the factors that is most related to resilience,
and it has reagents such as: if something worries me I concentrate on solving it, I think good
things will happen to me. (b) Active coping (8 items) has reagents such as: I carry out my daily
activities, even if I am going through a bad time. (c) Avoidance coping (8 items), with reagents
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such as: I prefer to keep my feelings to myself. (d) Family support (7 items), with reagents such
as: I know I can count on my parents at any time. (e) Social support (4 items), with statements
like: I think I can make friends easily. (f) Internal control—Self-control (3 items), with statements
like: what happens to me in my life depends on my own actions. (g) Spirituality (3 items),
with statements like: I feel that someone “up in heaven” is protecting me; and (h) External control
(3 items), with statements like: when things don’t work out for me, it’s usually someone else’s
fault. The test has a Cronbach’s alpha by a factor ranging from 0.642 to 0.746 (total alpha = 0.915).

2. Abreaction Test to Evaluate Creativity (TAEC, by its Spanish acronym) Form B [82]. The TAEC
is a graphic-inductive test to complete figures. Initially conceived to evaluate the control of
the tension to the closing, it allows valuing also the factors of originality, elaboration, fantasy,
connectivity, reach, expansion, expressive wealth. It allows evaluating creativity from different
angles proposing categories that allow differentiating the subjects, and its application can be
presented in a playful way. The test consists of 12 unfinished figures, presented on the same
page and distributed in four rows and three columns in a symmetrical way. It has two forms
that are applied pre-school-aged children (A) and another one to school-age children (B). A fixed
time is not proposed to carry out the test for all the subjects; in this way, it is intended to favor
individual rhythms and allows one to determine the creative style and the graphic fluency
coefficient (the latter results from the sum of the scores in all the factors divided by the time used).
It can be evaluated in a global way (low, medium, high); or in an analytical way, granting from
0 to 3 points to each figure of the test and in each factor according to the established criteria.
The instruction for the creativity test is as follows: “Test your creativity. Draw a picture with
these figures. Take the time you need and indicate when you finish”.

It evaluates the following factors. (a) Delaying the closing of openings, without being carried
away by the natural tension in order to immediately perceive an ending: this is the capacity to prolong
the incubation period (time to think and solve a problem) that makes possible a potential to transform
the environment and go beyond the information received. (b) Originality: the ability to give an unusual
response, to produce ideas far from the obvious, from common, ordinary or established responses.
(c) Elaboration: this test evaluates the details added to a given structure. (d) Fantasy: it is to go beyond
the perceived images. Fantasy is lost with age and the demands of realism inherent in our school
programs. (e) Connectivity: it is one of the most valid indicators of a person’s creative potential. It is
the ability to integrate superior graphic structures into a significant unit. (f) Imaginative scope. It is so
called, because the subject imaginatively exceeds the graphic reagent and turns it into a pretext for a
realization with a greater scope or projection. (g) Figurative Expansion: the result of breaking with
the limits symbolically attributed to each figure. Both connectivity and expansion imply perceptive
independence, tolerance to complexity, initiative and a certain degree of nonconformity. (h) Expressive
wealth: expressive type factor. It refers to the dynamism, vivacity, coloring, contrasts of the composition.
This test has an alpha of Cronbach of 0.80 and the standardized alpha value reaches 0.86

2.4.3. Intervention Proposal: Enrichment Workshop to Develop Resilience from Creativity

The components of the workshop are described below: the theoretical foundation, the objective,
the methodological aspects, and the contents.

(a) Theoretical basis

The setting of secondary school students was chosen because it is an important stage in the
life of a human being. Adolescence is an evolutionary stage marked by physiological, hormonal
and psychological changes that generate tension between young people and their families [83,84];
adolescents are in search of their own identity, the meaning of life, and along with this, their interests,
their needs for acceptance and belonging to their peer group, and the type of experiences to which
they are exposed, among others, evolve. It is therefore important to address some factors that can
contribute to their well-being and the shaping of their identity.
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At this stage of life, in spite of being exposed to adverse situations, it is possible to achieve a
positive adaptation in the face of adversity, which has been described as the human being’s capacity for
resilience. As mentioned in the introduction, the study of resilience implies a change in the perception
of the individual, based on potentialities, resources and in relation to his or her environment, which
implies the interaction of different personal, family and social factors [81].

In education, resilience plays an important role, since by promoting it, the development of social,
academic and personal skills can be fostered, allowing the student to overcome adverse situations and
move forward in life [11]. An interesting way to promote resilience factors is through creativity [35].

In the words of Torrance [85], “creativity is a process that makes someone sensitive to problems,
deficiencies, cracks or gaps in knowledge and leads them to identify difficulties, seek solutions,
speculate or formulate hypotheses, test and verify those hypotheses, modify them if necessary,
and communicate the results”. It can also be defined as an ability to produce work that is both
novel (original, unexpected) and appropriate (useful, adaptive) [30]. The concept is closely related
to individual levels (cognitive and motivational processes) and social levels (contextual influences)
of productive activity. For example, at an individual level, creativity is relevant to the solution of
professional or everyday problems [35,86–88]; whereas, at a social level, creativity may lead to scientific
discoveries, new inventions, and the creation of new products or services [30,89]. These qualities are
associated with students with high intellectual abilities.

From Renzulli’s theory [90], the characteristic features of a creative person are: originality of
thought, openness to experience, novelty of approach, ability to leave established conventions, curiosity,
speculation, desire to take risks and the uniqueness of a person’s contribution or innovation. In addition
to these traits, the studies that have been carried out in order to understand the creative process raise the
need to pay more attention to aspects such as personality, talent, culture, cognition, the characteristics
of the task and other issues that influence this process [91,92], but above all, to point out the great
weight of motivation and love for one’s work in order to achieve a creative product.

The workshop program is based on Grotberg’s resilience model [22] and on the potential resources
for resilience in adolescents by Barcelata and Rodríguez [81,93]. Grotberg establishes three specific
areas that when interacting with each other can generate resilient behaviors; Barcelata and Rodríguez
some resources that can be associated with these areas. Consequently, one of the areas responds to
internal strengths (I am), can be associated with active coping and spirituality; external support and
resources (I have) are associated with family support and social support; and interpersonal and social
skills (I can) are related to positive thinking and self-control. The workshop tries to have an impact
some factors such as self-knowledge-identity, positive thinking, empathy, flexibility, optimism, social
skills, the acquisition of coping strategies and the recognition and expression of emotions in their
protective function [94].

In turn, the program assumes some principles for the achievement of creative potential, taking into
account personal and cultural components: (a) motives: to be creative and the belief that oneself can
become creative; (b) means: necessary skills and appropriate knowledge; (c) opportunities: awareness
of potential opportunities, creating the opportunities, dealing with the pressures against creativity.
For the training of creative potential, the model based on the four “C’s” of creativity from Helfand et
al. [87] is chosen, particularly the so-called little c, which contributes to solving everyday problems.
Likewise, the strategies proposed by Betancourt [95] are used to generate a creative atmosphere that
tries to eliminate the blockers of creativity such as envy, jealousy, competition, guilt, perfectionism,
and value judgments, among others [96].

(b) Objective

The aim of the workshop is to promote the development of intrinsic protective factors in students
with high abilities in disadvantaged social environments, which can reduce the risk and vulnerability
of their context by involving them in creative and meaningful activities for the group that allow them
to explore, experiment and contrast reality. By developing creativity, in addition to gaining greater
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sensitivity to problems, the student will be able to develop a wider range of possible solutions to those
problems, which is why it is considered that protective factors will increase. In turn, the increase of
protective factors will contribute to the promotion of creativity.

(c) Methodological aspects

The design of the program was structured under the following key elements:

• Educational devices. Some tools that have proven to be effective for the development of creativity
and at the same time as protective factors to overcome adversity, are art, writing, play and
dramatizations. These tools have served as a thread for the exploration of creative potential,
identity, emotions, communication processes and cooperation among equals, through personal
and group production and reflection [96–100].

• Constant variables: for group cohesion and identity, four variables were maintained [101]:
(a) constancy in relation to the person directing the intervention, that is, the mediator of the
sessions must always be the same so that situations do not arise that, instead of favoring the work
climate, hinder or inhibit it. (b) Constancy in space and time. The experience should be carried
out on the same day, in the same weekly schedule and in the same physical space that allows
for different ways of organizing the group. (c) Constancy in the structure and sequence of the
sessions. In the case of an unforeseen event, a difficulty or the group requires it, the structure of
the sessions will be modified. (d) Consistency in terms of duration per session.

• Structure of the sessions: the workshop consists of five moments: group dynamics (activities or
games for group cohesion); presentation of the objectives; development of the activities (sometimes
an explanation, a trigger question, followed by the activity or activities), final reflection and
evaluation. The sessions are structured around a general theme, from which different mediating
activities are derived in order to achieve the aims of the program. In all sessions, one or two
products were produced.

• Timing: the workshop consisted of 9 face-to-face work sessions lasting 90 min; two of which
were used for the initial evaluation (framing) and final evaluation. They were held twice a week
(Monday and Thursday).

• Working method: we tried to combine individual and group work, in order to establish a creative
atmosphere, which would allow for genuine cooperation and a sense of belonging.

• Workshop materials: a variety of materials were used, both technological (projector and computer)
and school materials: blank sheets, printed sheets, pens, newsprint, tape, colored sheets, glue,
scissors, balloons, etc.

• Pedagogical aspects: the role of the mediator starts from the moment he selects, organizes, groups
and structures those stimuli in the environment that will be sufficiently problematic to start the
cognitive conflict that will generate in the participants the need to think and put their skills into
practice. In the case of this workshop, in addition to the main researcher, there was a student
who was in his second year of a bachelor´s degree in Psychology who had the role of supporting
instructor and observer of the dynamics that were generated. The role of the student is assumed
to be active, responsible, proactive and cooperative.

• Evaluation: in each session, the products were evaluated based on the skills trained according to
the Grotberg model [94]; in addition, three aspects were evaluated through a questionnaire: what
they liked/disliked most, what they learned and suggestions for improvement. At the end of the
workshop, an ad hoc satisfaction questionnaire was applied that consisted of 11 closed items that
evaluated: level of general satisfaction with the workshop, level of learning, level of satisfaction
with the facilities, level of satisfaction with the instructors, level of satisfaction with the contents
and materials. There were also some open-ended questions to explore in more detail what they
liked best, what they liked least, what they learned, and how they would improve the workshop.
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(d) Contents:

The topics addressed during the workshop had a progression, ranging from self-knowledge
to skills needed to interact with others. Table 1 details the content of the workshop, as well as the
objectives, activities and resilient areas.

Table 1. Contents, objectives and activities of the creativity and resilience workshop.

Theme Objective Activities Resilient Area Potential Resources

1. Frame of
the workshop

The student will reflect on his or her
own creative processes by taking a

graphic test of creativity and answering
a questionnaire on resilience factors.

• Presentation
Application of TAEC
and ERPRA

I am
I can

I have

2. I’m creative

The student will activate and reflect on
different divergent thinking processes

for the elaboration of products,
recognizing his/her own abilities.

• Personal definition
of creativity

• Symbol of creativity
• Creative writing of a

story from a
contemporary work
of art.

I am Active Coping

3. My identity

The student will understand the
concept of identity and define the

features that make up their identity by
exhibiting works by contemporary
artists and making a product that

reflects their identity.

The identity from
contemporary art: elaboration

of a self-Portrait
I am Active Coping

4. Feelings

The student will experience and study
the changes in emotional behavior,

which color and its forms of application
have on behavior and mood itself.

Our feelings have color I am Active Coping
Spirituality

5. Creative and
cooperative games

The student will participate in various
games in which he or she will have to

display a series of social skills
important for cooperative work

• Paper wheel
• Playground games
• Exquisite corpse

I can
I have

Internal control
Positive thinking Social

Support

6. Self-image
and self-knowledge

The student will participate in activities
to improve understanding of each other,
promoting empathy and mutual help.

• Today in the life of ...
• Writing

your autobiography
• Dynamics: I would like

to overcome, I regret, A
problem of mine is ...

I am
I have

Active coping Social
Support

7. Resilience 1: factors
The student will understand the

influence of protective factors and risk
factors on the development of resilience.

• Games to differentiate
protective factors
(personal, family, school
and social) and risk
factors (individual,
interpersonal, environmental)

I am
I have

Active coping, Social
Support

8. Resilience 2:
coping strategies

The students will be presented in an
extreme situation, in which they will

learn to respect decisions and manage
their emotions.

• Dynamics to evaluate
their coping strategies,
decision making and
emotional management.

• Problem-centered,
emotion-focused strategies

I can
I have

Internal control
Positive thinking Social

Support

9. Resilience 3:
collaborative work

The student will participate in a series
of dynamics to promote understanding
of putting their interpersonal skills at

the service of a common goal.

• Dynamics for collective
problem solving

• Workshop closure
• Application of TAEC

and ERPRA
• General evaluation of

the workshop

I can Internal control
Positive thinking,

2.5. Procedure

The identification of students with high abilities was done at the beginning of the 2017–2018 school
year; the informed consent of both the authorities of the middle school and the teachers of the groups,
as well as of the participants who were in their classrooms with their subject teacher was requested.
The applying was done in a two-hour session. At the beginning they were given a brief explanation of
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the purpose and importance of completing the questionnaires and were asked to accept them. They
were then given the two Series I and II booklets of the Advanced MPA Scale as well as the answer sheet,
and then followed the instructions given by the Manual for Progressive Matrixes Advanced Scale
Test [78]. At the end of the 40 min they were asked to answer the Academic Self-Concept Scale [79],
which lasts approximately 15 min. Finally, they were given the Thinking Creatively with Drawing
booklet, the TTCT-Figural test that consists of three activities: building drawings, finishing drawings,
and finally, lines. At all times, the rules of application of the Torrance test were followed [80], offering
precise instructions and considering, as the author points out, the application times for each subtest,
that is, 10 min for each activity, making a total of 30 min. The psychological climate before and during
the administration of the test was intended to be comfortable and stimulating.

Data from the study were captured in the SPSS 19 software, evaluated and statistically analyzed.
In order to identify adolescents with outstanding skills, the minimum and maximum scores obtained
by the population were considered. For identification, the 75th percentile [102,103] for intellectual
capacity was taken as the cut-off point, and the same percentile in at least one of the other two intrinsic
characteristics. Overall, 251 students were evaluated and 22 with outstanding abilities were identified.

During the 2018–2019 school year, a new informative meeting was held with the school’s Assistant
Principal, to present the enrichment workshop and request her support to carry it out with the students
detected with high abilities. Through her, informed consents were given and signed by parents
interested in having their children participate in the project; likewise, the students summoned were
told that the activity was voluntary. At first, there were five students, but only three students attended
100% of the sessions.

The enrichment program was implemented in nine 90-min sessions during the months of April and
May 2019 (on Mondays and Thursdays), within the schedule established by the school’s management.
In the first session, the presentation and framing of the workshop took place. Some integration
dynamics were carried out and the TAEC and ERPRA tests were applied. The following eight sessions
were carried out as planned. In the ninth session, the creativity and resilience tests were applied again,
as well as a questionnaire to assess the satisfaction of the workshop.

2.6. Data Analysis

For the analysis of quantitative data, given the small number of study participants, the Wilcoxon
non-parametric signed rank test was used with the SPSS version 19 software for Windows. For the
qualitative analysis, the sessions are grouped by skills (I am, I have, I can), and the analysis is done on
some products derived from the sessions, which best exemplify the process of appropriation of the
trained skills.

3. Results

The purpose of this research is to find out not only the results of the intervention but also how
the process develops in each of the participating adolescents, collecting data from the tests applied
and the products made during the workshop. In this intervention experience, we worked mainly on
the individual factors of recognition of their abilities and their support in facing adversity; however,
we were also able to analyze family, school and emerging social factors.

Before moving onto the analysis itself, we presented the characterization of the students, based on
the data obtained from the socio-demographic questionnaire and the analysis of the context.

Ana

Ana was identified with high abilities in the first year of middle school; she has many friends
with whom she enjoys going out and feels identified, which can be considered as protective factors;
nevertheless, she has several risk factors, such as birth order (she is the third of four siblings),
low academic performance, lack of motivation in school and, according to school counselors, she seems
to be lazy and irresponsible, as she acknowledges. Other family and school risk factors are low
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income and low-level education from her parents, the school’s location in an area of drug trafficking,
insecurity and gangs’ formation. In Ana’s case, risk factors are considerably more important than
protective factors. During the first workshop sessions she seemed a bit distracted and wary, despite
her participation in the activities.

Alberto

Alberto was identified with high abilities when he was studying the second year of middle school.
As with Ana’s case, this has been a protective factor. As risk factors we found poor school performance
and failure in several classes; the guidance counselor comment that Alberto is a rather quiet student
and has difficulties engaging in social activities; additionally, his family’s economic situation and his
parents’ low education may yield low expectations of their son’s progression; Alberto’s school location
and context may also be an adverse factor for him.

During the sessions, Alberto was extremely shy, as if he as if he wanted to be unnoticed, however,
he seemed to be attentive to the instructions. Despite his low performance, he seemed responsible,
involved and cooperative in the activities.

Tomás

Tomás was identified with high abilities when he was studying the second year of middle school.
As in the previous cases, this was a protective factor. As risk factors, he reports to have an average
school performance; counselors report that Tomás thinks highly of himself; his parents are separated
(he lives with his father); his father’s education level is higher than the average of other school parents
and the economic situation is regarded as middle-low income. Some family conditions and the school
context could be adverse factors for his development.

During the sessions, Tomás showed himself as extroverted, cheerful and jolly; however, he often
demanded the attention of an adult by interrupting the flow of the activities. Despite this, he always
collaborated in the activities and lightened the mood. He was notoriously worried about getting the
required grades in Mathematics in order to join his high school of choice.

According to the data obtained from the socio-demographic questionnaire and data provided by
their Schools Principal, some risk and protective factors were detected and thus led the intervention.
Table 2 summarizes the risk and protective factors detected in the three students.

Table 2. Risk and protective factors of participants.

Risk Factors Protective Factors

Characteristics Family Risk School Risk Social Risk Characteristics Family Support School Support Social Support

High ability
Low

self-esteem
Lack of school

motivation
Order of birth
Adolescence

Low economic
and educational

level
Parent’s

occupation
Lack of role

models
Lack of family
and emotional

support
Divorced
parents

Low
expectations

Low
performance

Failing
subjects

Absenteeism
Low valuation

of their
capacities

Some teachers

Living in an
area of high

economic and
social

deprivation
Being exposed
to alcoholism

High ability
Humor

Good health

Family support
Models to be

followed

Communication
They have

school
counselors
Principal’s

support
Identification of
high capacities

Openness to
enrichment
programs

Friends

Even though high ability may become a protective factor in students, when the environment in
which they are immersed does not recognize, value and promote talent, the growth of their potential
may be diminished and translated into a feeling of inadequacy, low self-esteem, low school motivation,
thus resulting in poor academic achievements, as it was the case with some of the participants.
Some family and social aspects, such as economic situation, parents’ level of education and occupation
in an underprivileged context could contribute to the low expectations towards these students.
However, despite such adverse conditions, personal characteristics are also at play, along with other
family and social features that can provide support and guidance towards their development. This
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research was interested in having an influence in school factors by proposing a set of strategies to
enable social connections between mentors and schoolmates to facilitate resilient conducts that have
been already documented for students with high abilities [104].

In the following section we show the quantitative results from the test application; afterwards,
we present the qualitative evaluation derived from the student’s products.

3.1. Quantitative Results

Regarding the data from the Scale of Potential Resources for Resilience for adolescents (ERPRA) [81],
we could observe, by employing the Wilcoxon test that there are no statistically significant differences
between scores from before and after the educational intervention (Table 3), that is, for positive thinking
(z = −1.07, p > 0.05), active coping (z = −1.63, p > 0.05), avoidance coping (z = −1.34, p > 0.05), family
support (z =−0.535, p > 0.05), social support (z = −0.48, p > 0.05), internal control (z = −0.72, p > 0.05),
spirituality (z = −1.69, p > 0.05), and external control (z = 0.01, p > 0.05). In Table 3 we show the median
and standard deviations pre-test-post-test, and in Table 4 pre-test post-test scores are observed for
each participant.

Table 3. Descriptive of the Scale of Potential Resources for Resilience for adolescents (ERPRA). n = 3.

Pre-Test Post-Test

Factors Median Standard Deviation Median Standard Deviation

1. Positive thinking 2.64 0.21822 3.14 0.45922
2. Active coping 2.75 0.26021 2.88 0.12500
3. Avoidance coping 2.38 0.50518 3.13 0.43301
4. Family support 2.43 0.50518 2.86 0.74231
5. Social support 2.75 0.72169 3.00 0.2500
6. Internal control 3.00 0.66667 3.33 0.38490
7. Spirituality 3.00 1.15470 1.67 0.33333
8. External control 3.00 1.26198 2.67 0.33333

Table 4. Mean scores per participant in the pre-test-post-test of the Potential Resources for Resilience
scale for adolescents (ERPRA).

Ana Alberto Tomás

Factors Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

1. Positive thinking 2.71 2.43 2.64 3.29 2.36 3.14
2. Active coping 3.50 2.88 2.88 3.00 2.38 2.75
3. Avoidance copin 2.25 3.13 2.38 2.38 2.75 3.13
4. Family support 1.86 1.57 2.43 2.86 1.43 2.86
5. Social support 3.25 3.00 2.75 3.25 2.75 2.75
6. Internal control 2.67 2.67 3.00 3.33 2.33 3.33
7. Spirituality 2.00 1.67 3.00 3.00 1.00 1.33
8. External control 2.33 3.00 3.00 2.33 3.33 2.67

To the qualitative pre-test question “Which are your attributes and strengths that enable you to
cope with difficult situations?” Ana answered: “talking or getting drunk”. To the same question in the
posttest she answered: “being patient”. In the pre-test, Alberto did not answer and in the posttest, he
wrote “I make lot of friends, I am kind”. Lastly, Tomás wrote in the pre-test: “crying, bringing out
what’s inside of me”, and in the posttest: “being realist, fair and seeing if there is a solution”.

Even if the objective of this research was not necessarily to enhance the creativity of the participants,
but to use creative strategies to modulate resilience factors, some indicators of that sort of potential
were evaluated as a starting point. The Abreaction Test to Evaluate Creativity TAEC [82] was applied.
By means of the Wilcoxon there were no differences regarding resistance to closure (z = −0.45, p > 0.05),
originality (z =−0.82, p > 0.05), elaboration (z =−1.34, p > 0.05), fantasy (z =−1.34, p > 0.05), connectivity
(z = −1.00, p > 0.05), nor imaginative scope (z = −1.34, p > 0.05). Even though the quantitative results
do not present differences, when a detailed qualitative analysis is carried out some changes are
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apparent, as shown below. In Table 5, the Median and Standard deviations pre-test-post-test are shown,
and Table 6 presents direct scores and percentiles for each one of the participants.

Table 5. Descriptives of the pre-test and post-test Creative Abreaction Test (TAEC). n = 3.

Pre-Test Post-Test

Factors Median Standard Deviation Median Standard Deviation

Time spent (minutes) 9.10 1.415 10.00 1.527
Resistance to Closure 17.00 4.583 20.00 1.732

Originality 11.00 4.619 13.00 7.234
Elaboration 3.00 3.606 5.00 3.00

Fantasy 0.00 3.464 1.00 4.359
Connectivity 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Imaginative scope 4.00 2.646 5.00 7.638
Figurative Expansion 7.00 6.807 6.00 13.077
Expressive richness 4.00 1.528 10.00 2.082

Graphical flow coefficient 4.27 2.505 5.60 2.848

Table 6. Direct and percentile scores by participants of the Creative Abreaction Test (TAEC). Pre-test
and post-test measures.

Ana Alberto Tomás

Factors Max Points Pre PC Post PC Pre PC Post PC Pre PC Post PC

Time spent (minutes) 7.48 - 8 - 10.30 - 10 - 9.10 - 11 -
Resistance to Premature Closure 36 17 60 17 60 14 40 20 75 23 90 20 75

Originality 36 3 10 1 5 11 45 13 60 11 45 14 65
Elaboration 36 1 5 2 5 3 10 5 20 8 45 8 45

Fantasy 36 0 - 1 15 0 - 0 - 6 60 8 70
Connectivity 36 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 6 *

Imaginative scope 36 0 - 0 - 4 10 5 15 5 15 15 65
Figurative Expansion 36 7 15 3 5 4 5 6 10 17 60 27 95
Expressive richness 36 4 15 11 85 3 10 7 35 6 30 10 75

Graphical flow coefficient 4.27 50 4.38 55 3.79 40 5.6 65 8.35 80 9.81 85

* There’s no scale on the test for Connectivity.

The following are the protocols of the TAEC of the pre-test and the post-test of all the participants.
In the case of the first participant (Figure 1), it can be noted that despite no significant changes

in most of the factors of creativity, Ana shows a higher than average percentile in resistance to
closure, which does not necessarily indicate productive creativity, but a potential to transform the
environment and customize it. In addition, she increased her scores on the expressive richness factor,
which emphasizes communicative expression, shows colorfulness and dynamic. The difficulty to
increase her scores in the rest of factors or indicators is probably mediated by the conditions of her
context that do not allow her to expand, recreate, and leave behind fears that block creativity.
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With regard to Alberto’s scores, percentiles can be seen well below the normative average in all
factors of the TAEC at the beginning of the workshop. However, after the intervention he managed to
modestly increase all his scores, which include resistance to closure and originality (see Figure 2).
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Finally, Tomás’ scores were generally higher than the rest of his peers at the beginning of the
intervention and even increased after the intervention. Although he decreased his scores for resistance
to closure, other indicators showed a significant increase, such as imaginative scope, fantasy, figurative
expansion and expressive richness; it can be seen that these last two factors respond more to an attitude
of facing risks, of exceeding the given limits; a need for expansion of feelings and communication
(see Figure 3).
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3.2. Qualitative Results

Here, we present the qualitative results from the intervention. The analysis is carried out case
by case, taking the most significant students’ products during the workshop as the guiding threads.
The analysis is performed by using Grotberg’s abilities scheme [94] I am (sessions 2, 3 and 4), I have
(sessions 5, 6 and 7), I can (sessions 8 and 9).
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3.2.1. Productions by Ana

Results from the Program on Inner Strength Aspect (I Am −Active Coping and Spirituality)

In this section we seek to analyze aspects related to autonomy, satisfaction, self-valuation of
sentiments of achievements, and coping. One of the first activities was drawing a symbol that
represented creativity. Figure 4 shows Ana´s product.
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Figure 4. Symbol of Ana’s creativity.

Ana’s drawing is a yellow triangle with an open eye at the center. The shape (triangle) and color
(yellow) used by the student can be associated to features of high conscience or self-conscience and her
intelligence, but also may reflect some anger. For her, creativity is “An art”. She does not explain in
detail the meaning of her symbol, she simply states that “ . . . I drew this picture because nothing else
occurred to me”.

Another activity that implied letting imagination flow, making her thoughts more flexible and
projecting her feelings and giving them meaning could be achieved with creative writing. She was
asked to write a tale inspired on some images of the surrealist Belgian painter René Magritte. For Ana,
the painting was “The son of man” (1964). She wrote:

“The past of a weird man”

There was a man that always had his face covered with an apple and everyone thought he
was a weird man; one day he called the news show because he did not take the apple off.

He explained the reason why he always had it. He said:

-“I always have that apple because I have a past and such past hurt me so much, I want to
cover my face because I do not want to see the other side, I am a very closed person and that
is also why I have that apple, as there is so much to be told”.

He left crying, tears running down his face, because in that moment he remembered all that
had happened.

He had already vented his sorrows, so he decided to uncover his face and carry on with his
life and remember nothing.

The end.

In an act of introspection, Ana seems to recognize, at least in the fiction of the story, that there are
things that hurt her, but she knows that being able to express them, tell them to someone and even cry,
can be liberating and restorative. Her coping strategies are activated.

Another part of the workshop was to work on aspects of her identity and self-knowledge.
In this session, we used art as a mediator. At the beginning of the activity they were asked what they
understood by identity; afterwards a brief conceptual explanation was given. Then, some contemporary
art paintings were presented, whose thematic axis was self-portraits. The works presented were by
Vick Muníz, Francis Bacon, Frida Kahlo, Carmen F. Sigler, Estíbaliz Sádaba and Ana Mendieta. At the
end of the exhibition of each artist, they were asked how they imagined each one of them in person and
what they thought they wanted to transmit with their works. Finally, they were asked: "How would
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you express your own identity?”. The exercise consisted in making a self-portrait with the technique,
materials, form and texture that they liked best, or that they had noticed or wanted to experiment with.
Figure 5 shows Ana’s self-portrait.
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Figure 5. Ana’s self-portrait.

As can be seen, Ana’s self-portrait has chiaroscuro and a contradictory representation of herself
between happy and sad, even drawing on the left side of the main figure an angry expression in her
eyes. Additionally, she adds a broken heart on the extreme right, with an existential question: why?

Program Results on External Support Factor (I Have —Family Support and Social Support)

In this section we are interested in analyzing the goals, sense of action, interpersonal, family and
social ties and networks, and affective judgments.

After some sessions about identity, self-knowledge, recognition of emotions, and after having
presented them with the biography of some famous people who had to face great adversities like Victor
Frankl, they were invited to write their own autobiography.

This is how Ana defines herself as a rebellious, rude girl who never pays attention, likes to be on
the street, likes to relax, go out with her friends and do bad things; she says she hates studying but
wants to be someone in life. She wants to get easy things, but she doesn’t have them. She accepts that
she likes to drink. When she grows up, she wants to have everything she wants, but that is by working.
She also says she wants to have a long life with the partner she loves. When asked if she had a role
model, she said she would like to be a singer like Bad Bunny (a Puerto Rican rapper) and be like them.

Results from the Program on Interpersonal and Conflict Resolution Capacities (I Can—Positive
Thinking and Self-Control)

Ana was involved giving ideas and proving herself as fun and committed to the objectives of the
group, although she found it difficult to express herself verbally when asked for a final reflection.

The last activity of the workshop involved writing a wish on a colored paper, putting it in a
balloon and playing with it as a metaphor of what we do in life with our wishes. Ana’s phrase was:
"tell my parents everything that happens in my life and what I want". Ana wants understanding in her
support networks, but she still has a hard time expressing what she feels to those closest to her.

Summary for Ana

In regards to resilient abilities, those referring to intrapsychic strengths (I am) can be said that
Ana shows potential to transform the environment and personalize it, but she has not yet found the
means to crystallize it. Furthermore, she shows the capacity to reflect on who she is, on her feelings.
She recognizes the possibility of facing difficult circumstances and asking for help, in particular,
she feels necessity need to express herself and to be listened, mainly by her parents.
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It is important to point out that the stress and difficulties that adolescents go through can affect
their creativity and resilience [95–97]; this may be the case with Ana, because of the difficulty of
unfolding her divergent potential.

On the other hand, in the skills related to I have, Ana shows expectations of becoming someone,
although she is not very clear about what she wants, or she is not willing to strive to achieve her goals.
Some of her goals are related to traditional roles such as “having a long life with the partner she loves”.
She does not feel supported by her parents, so she looks for other easy ways out. In spite of this, she
knows and values her friendships, likes to collaborate, and knows how to listen to the advice given by
her peers.

Finally, among the skills of “I can”, it is observed that Ana does not like to study, and she still
cannot identify what she is good at.

3.2.2. Productions from Alberto

Results from the Program on Inner Strength (I am—Active Coping and Spirituality)

In this section, we seek to analyze aspects related to autonomy, satisfaction, self-valuation of
feelings of achievements and coping. One of the first activities was to draw a symbol that represented
creativity. Figure 6 shows his product.Sustainability 2020, 12, x 22 of 34 
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The symbol that Alberto drew represents a dragon with its wings open, flying in one direction.
It could indicate fantasy and the desire to fly or free oneself. Regarding the meaning he gives to
creativity, he mentions: “For me creativity is the abstract with meaning”.

Another activity that involved using imagination, making thinking more flexible, the possibility of
projecting his feelings and conception of himself, was achieved with the proposal of creatively writing
a story based on some images of the works of the Belgian surrealist painter René Magritte. Alberto
was given the Painting of “The Lovers II” (1928) by René Magritte, and this is what he wrote:

“Cloths”

The other day I was driving and saw a beautiful woman walking by the street. I came over
to talk to her and I asked her for a date, she agreed. During the date, she told me that she
had to go to her house (nervous) I followed her to know what was happening and I saw her
with a piece of cloth on her face. On the 3rd date I asked her about that and she said that
it helped her to calm down and she felt a tingling in his face. I tried putting a cloth in my
face but felt nothing until she said that only the cloth that she has is the one that creates that
feeling. He saw the cloth and took it home because he liked its smell and sensation in his
hands until we became greedy.

Alberto shows sensitivity and romanticism, but also his decision and persistence to achieve his
goals. Thinking about it brought him joy and his face reflected happiness (because he did not express
it in words). It was a task that let him recognize his values, which contributes as a protective factor.
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Regarding the work on his identity, where they had to elaborate a self-portrait from the exhibition
of the contemporary art painting (see explanation of the activity in Ana’s case), Alberto made the
following drawing (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Alberto’s Self-portrait.

Alberto’s self-portrait shows a smiling face but it is covered by some kind of mask, as if he wanted
to hide his true self. As seen in the story, Alberto probably hides behind a mask that prevents him
from being as he would like to be, or from showing his most real feelings.

Results from the Program on External Support (I Have—Family and Social Support)

In this section we are interested in analyzing the goals, sense of action, interpersonal, family and
social ties and networks, and affective judgments.

After some sessions about identity, self-knowledge, recognition of emotions, and after having
presented them with the biography of some famous people who had to face great adversities like Victor
Frankl, they were asked to write their own autobiography.

Alberto wrote that when he entered kindergarten, he was three years old, and that he had three
friends. When he went to elementary school, he also noted that he had four friends and learned to play
the piano. He says that when he was seven years old, he went to "Sixflags" (an amusement park) and
was stung by a bee on his tongue. He entered high school when he was 12 years old and has three
friends. It is striking that in the chronology of his life, Alberto mentions the number of friends he
has had in each stage of his life, which is certainly a protective factor. However it is interesting and
encouraging that he has an inspiring adult who represents his role model: “My role model is my uncle
because he studied and went to New York.”

On the other hand, during the cooperative play sessions, Alberto was involved in doing his
job, trying to do his best even though his partner Tomás made jokes and even boycotted the work,
which frustrated him a little; he showed himself to be fun and committed to the objectives of the group.

Results from the Program on Interpersonal and Conflict Resolution Capacities (I Can—Positive
Thinking and Self-Control)

In this section, it is important to analyze the sense of self-efficacy, self-ability perception, learning
and asking for help.

An interesting activity to get to know Alberto which allowed him to reflect on himself, was the
session on "Our feelings have a color", based on the workshops proposed by Moreno [105]. In a
slide show, the distinction between cold and warm colors was presented. An explanation of color
theory was given and then the students had to mention what feeling the images with those colors
produced in them. At the end, they were asked about the color they liked best and their feelings at
the end of the activity. Alberto commented that the color he liked most was green, because he likes
plants and has many of them. The color he likes least is brown, because it is dull or does not match
some colors. When asked how he feels after the activity he said, “happy and anxious”. Three words
to describe yourself: “interesting, happy and anxious”. Three words to describe how they see you:
“happy, hurried and closed off”.
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Summary Alberto

Regarding the resilient abilities, the ones about intra-psychic strengths (I am), Alberto shows
potential to transform his environment, shows self-control, wants to be free, and happy, but he still
feels locked up inside himself, hiding himself by wearing a mask. He shows himself as sensitive,
romantic and persistent, and gets frustrated when others don’t help in reaching common goals.

On the other hand, regarding the abilities linked to “I have”, Alberto acknowledges the importance
of his family as a support. He has role models which enables him to set his goals. Friendship has been a
value during his school years, and he nurtures it with his personal qualities “I am kind”. He cherishes
teamwork and shows abilities for collaboration.

Finally, within the “I can” abilities, Alberto shows positive thoughts.

3.2.3. Productions from Tomás

Results from the Program on Inner Strength (I Am. Active Coping and Spirituality)

In this section we are interested in analyzing aspects related to autonomy, satisfaction,
self-evaluation of feelings of achievement and coping. One of the first activities was drawing a
symbol that represented creativity for them. In Figure 8 you can see their product.Sustainability 2020, 12, x 24 of 34 
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Tomás makes a speech bubble where he adds a dialogue that in this case looks like an emoticon
with a serious face. Regarding the meaning he gives to creativity he mentions: “For me creativity is a
meaningless creation”

Another activity that involved using his imagination, making his thinking more flexible,
the possibility of projecting his feelings and the conception of himself, was achieved with the
proposal of creatively writing a story based on some images of the works of the Belgian surrealist
painter René Magritte. Tomás was also given the painting of “The Lovers II” (1928) by René Magritte.
He wrote a poem (Untitled):

You have much free time perhaps
Lately you have been so burdened. . .
In art there is the cure to your phobia;
Grazing your senses will be found.
The art is finding a sun for you.
Sun in solitude to feel happy
Believe in yourself, face consequences
Challenge your creative qualities.
Surrounded in darkness, (it) looked at me.
Holding my cheeks for pleasure. . .
I had to succumb to art at last.
It might be even in a blink
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Dressed in an abstract and diffuse way.
Or maybe showing seduction, pleasure.

(I only had 30 min, don’t judge me)—Tomás Dixit.

Tomás shows sensitivity, optimism, self-confidence, but also some solitude and search; it seems
that, in art, he can find something to lighten his burdens. The recognition of these qualities pays off as
a protective factor.

About his task on his identity where they had to elaborate a self-portrait from the exhibition of
the contemporary art paintings (see explanation of the activity in Ana’s case), Tomás shows a clear
definition of what characterizes him; he has a need to express himself, to be heard, both orally and
in writing, refusing to draw. In response to the request to make a self-portrait from the paintings of
some contemporary artists, Tomás did not make a drawing or a painting, but wrote a song entitled
“Basureta”, by the Spanish rapper known as Kase.O. This is an extract of it:

Visceral boredom, hypochondria, cosmic distress
The farthest point from the Sun, in my orbit
The pure weariness of living is my bitter tonic
Fears that I make up for with appearances
I hate myself and the belief system
Like a masochist in the hands of a sadist
It is the relationship of my soul with my conscience. . .

In this case, Tomás appropriates some words that attempt to define him, in which he highlights a
certain boredom, anguish, fears, appearances and questioning the establish order.. However, those
feelings or emotions do not paralyze him rather; they push him to the search of his own identity.
When asked about his role model, he said that he was his own role model, implying a high level
of self-esteem.

Results from the Program Regarding External Support (I Have—Family and Social Support)

In this section we are interested in analyzing the goals, sense of action, interpersonal, family and
social ties and networks, and affective judgments.

After some sessions about identity, self-knowledge, recognition of emotions, and after having
presented them with the biography of some famous people who had to face great adversities like Victor
Frankl, they were asked to write their own autobiography.

Tomás defines himself as a writer; he began writing from the sixth grade onwards to confess to
a girl he liked. He sent her poems by Neruda until one day he met the one who would be his idol
forever: Brock Asiol (Spanish hip hop artist), who encouraged him to write to the girl, stealing the
artist’s poems and dedicating them to the girl. When he was in the first year of high school, he made
songs taking some of Brock’s phrases and a year later, he started writing his own songs. He also says
that he has tried to give philosophical answers to friends’ problems. He assures that what fills him
the most is writing, and he would like to become a recognized singer-songwriter. He says that he has
never had a girlfriend, but that the rejections he has received from the girls have inspired him to write
his poems. He says he is currently indifferent and doesn’t write anything he likes. Problems, as you
can see, generate creativity.

During the activities, Tomás always tried to stand out or be funny, even at the expense of everyone’s
work. However, he showed himself to be a good counselor, with common sense to deal with the
problems that usually afflict his peers in a direct way.
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Results from the Program on Interpersonal and Conflict Resolution Capacities (I Can—Positive
Thinking and Self-Control)

In this section, it is important to analyze the sense of self-efficacy, self-ability perception, learning
and asking for help.

Again, humor was present in his writing, and was evident in a group activity called “Exquisite Corpse”
which was about collective writing. Extracting his participation from products, Tomás wrote:

How I feel

Sometimes I feel bad, but I fix the chair and I feel better” (word-play in Spanish)

Because sometimes things do not have a “how?”

Maybe it is not good to be happy . . . if that bird gets praise.

Maybe what I said sounded stupid/ but all is confusing when young

It is like that by law . . . because the target brings back memories

Also laying down / listening to your sweet voice

If my feelings are on diet, death, only to try to seduce you.

Feeling different condemns me: If I’m not a girl, what do I have between my legs?

He is self-judgmental, perceives his feelings as in pause; however, he mocks himself and plays
with words to defy and not take himself seriously, but then he arises philosophical questions on a
quest-like spirit, in the quest for love or love feelings. This is also noted in his autobiography.

Summary: Tomás

As for the resilient abilities, in the ones referring to intra-psychic (I am), Tomás deals with risks
with a good attitude, shows a need to expand his feelings and communications, sometimes defying and
disruptive. Despite this, he has a clear goal. He shows self-confidence and great sensibility; at the same
time he shows a need of seduction and for being loved but also some boredom, angst and challenge of
the status quo.

It seems like stress and his current difficulties (situational threat) can have positive components
and even enable his creative process [101–103]. An example is how Tomás mentioned rejection as the
trigger to write poetry.

On the other hand, regarding abilities of “I have”, Tomás defines himself as a writer and has a
clear goal to pursue. It is difficult to work collaboratively due to the need of being recognized in his
individuality, but he learned that he can give good advice and feel appreciated by that. He uses humor
as a tool to unwind the hostile environment.

Finally, within the “I can” abilities, Tomás has a high self-capacity perception, but avoids
circumstances that he does not like.

3.2.4. Program’s Satisfaction Evaluation

In order to check the effectiveness of the actions carried out during the workshop, a satisfaction
questionnaire was applied. It had eleven closed questions, with five response options, where 1 means
very little satisfaction and 5 the highest degree of satisfaction.

It also contained six open questions about what they liked most and least, what they had learned,
and suggestions for improving the workshop.

For the three students, the most satisfactory thing was interacting with peers from other groups,
in addition to considering as very positive being able to hear other opinions and different points of
view. They believed that the teacher explained the concepts and activities of the workshop very well
and the support material provided was enough.
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Moreover, with a high average of satisfaction (4.67), they mention have found it very rewarding
to attend the course and carry out activities that are different from the ones that they usually do;
the schedule seemed appropriate and the sessions were useful to get to know each other better and
increase their creativity. They think that the contents can be applied in their personal development
(4.33) and in their studies and daily life (4.00). What they liked the least was the place where it was
taught, as they did not find it very comfortable (1.67).

In Ana’s evaluation of each session, she highlights that the most significant thing for her personal
learning was the opportunity to express herself: “because I express myself”, the possibility to play
and change her mood: “Anything as long as it changes my mood”. She also says that she has learned
“not to judge people” and “that I have to give my opinion about my life”. When asked how she could
apply this to her life she replied, “I can’t explain”. She would have liked the workshop to last longer.

Alberto highlights in his evaluations the interactivity and the variety of activities carried out.
Among the things he learned was that “family supports you when you are in trouble”, the idea of
“democracy, vote”; that colors cause emotions, and he recognizes that he learned “my different moods”.
Among the most important ideas he learned was “teamwork”, and goal setting. Alberto points out that
this knowledge can be applied in life: “in personal problems; life goes on”. In particular, he mentions
that after one of the activities called “The Urn” that he learned: “life can’t be renewed”; “people give
good advice to stop suffering, let it all out”. The least significant: The Tower (cooperative game),
“because they threw it down many times”. He liked answering the psychological tests, and wished the
workshop lasted longer.

What Tomás liked the most was missing classes. He would have liked it to last longer (sometimes
he felt like talking more) and felt that the teacher was very patient with him. One of the things he
learned from himself is that he realized that “I am good at advising” (in the ballot box activity) and
“that I can help solve other people’s problems and that they like me for that.” As to how he will
apply what he learned to his life, he mentions “reflecting on phrases that the teacher said”. The most
significant thing is that “the goal is the future, it is everything.”

Regarding “What was the least significant of what we did”, most of the participants mentioned
that everything was significant (they found no less significant things); maybe the game of the cubes,
“because the classmates t threw them down many times”.

Regarding “What they would have omitted from the sessions”, most of the participants mentioned
that “everything is useful for learning”, that everything had been fine.

Finally, a space was left in case they wanted to leave a free comment and the students mentioned:
“I really liked the experience and it was good to learn more, and hopefully, the teacher will teach us
again”; “Please do not let her leave, I will miss her”.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Enrichment programs for students with high intellectual abilities are key, because they allow
the development of several types of skills, but also because they allow focusing on the personal and
social needs in an environment of collaboration, socialization, mutual help, conflict sensitivity and
their solution [106]; as proposed by authors such as Neihart [12], Henderson [19], and Grotbert [33],
providing support in schools to leverage the resilience capacities of students is an adequate intervention
strategy to move forward toward the education and social inclusion of all students. Specifically,
employing those resources through creativity [25] in adolescence [97] allows managing students’
identity problem-solving capacities in contexts where it cannot be developed in a positive way, nor is it
fostered by experiences that contribute to building self-confidence and trust in others.

Therefore, this research described an intervention program to promote the development of
resilience factors through creative activities in high intellectual abilities teenagers with school, family
and social risk factors. With an exploratory purpose, it was also examined the related effects on
creativity and resilience by completing tasks and products.
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With data gathered from the sample of students, some risk and protective factors were identified
in personal, family, school and social areas. Although high abilities could become a protective factor,
if the environment lacks ways to recognize, value and promote talents [57,58,60,70], its potential may
not unfold, and generate inadequacy emotions, low motivation, low self-esteem, and low school
performance, as was shown in one of the subjects of this study. Furthermore, some family and social
aspects such as their economic situation, parents’ school level and occupation, as well as living in a
context of scarcity, could contribute to the low expectations for and in these students.

Some researchers argue that a social, economic, and culturally deprived environment can contribute
negatively to the development of talent in a subject [107]. These disadvantages may have negative
effects on children because it constrains social mobility and limits the opportunities to some groups such
as those in the lower economic strata, ethnic minorities and indigenous communities, among others.

Freeman’s longitudinal study [108] reported that household poverty of children of high abilities
children affects the possibilities to succeed in adulthood. It points out that economic poverty disables,
while wealth enables, referring to the case of an intellectually outstanding student (with IQ 170)
that could not continue her graduate studies at a prestigious university due to her family’s severe
lack of economic means; after dropping out from her studies, she had to find a modest job [109].
However, other authors [110] argue that children in low income families have overcome these apparent
difficulties, even showing high performance levels, hence the importance to provide opportunities for
resilience development during the schooling period.

An important thing to emphasize in the intervention context which has been presented here is that,
despite internal and external conditions that could become risk factors that obstruct the development of
students’ potential, the support from the Principal office’s personnel, sensitive to family and contextual
shortcomings of students is very important; in some cases, they sought resources to help the most
vulnerable population in the school. For some experts on high abilities [109], adolescence period and
middle school studies are crucial to stimulate such talents; in elementary school, they could show
certain attributes, but afterwards these attributes might be wasted if they are not developed and these
adolescents could be erroneously considered lazy, when in fact, the system fails to stimulate them.

Once the factors that interact in the construction or inhibition of the resilience of the participants
have been characterized, the skills trained during the intervention program are analyzed. This program
was based on the promotion of resources for resilience, following the Grotberg models [22] which are
classified into three resilient expressions: “I am”, which refers to the internal conditions of the person
with which the person defines himself or herself; “I have”, which is the external support that the person
believes they can receive, such as family and social support; and “I can”, referring to problem-solving
and relationship skills, including positive thinking and self-control. Likewise, the sessions were
structured based on environments and content that favor creativity [74], considering the suggestions
of various authors to generate a creative atmosphere [95], the elimination of creativity barriers [96],
games and contemporary art [97], intrinsic motivation and sense of life [99,100]. The contents on
which the activities revolved were identity, emotions and feelings, self-knowledge, problem solving,
and cooperative work.

Regarding the process of developing resilient skills, students were able to reflect on their
identity and their own abilities, very important aspects for self-knowledge, as evidenced in different
investigations [22,23,63,64,69]. It was found throughout the sessions that the participants were
involved in the recognition of the protective factors in the construction of their identity as adolescents
with high capacity, particularly important due to their interaction in a deprived socioeconomic
context [16]. They had the opportunity to experiment new creative experiences presented during
the program, overcoming some initial resistances (shyness, shame, apathy), and actively engaging in
their personal and group processes (reflecting, producing, exchanging opinions, and giving advice).
Each participant had a complex personal history, regardless of their intellectual capacity, making the
sessions a continuous challenge, in which the communication channel was playing the games, and the
activity aimed to provoke divergent thinking, emotional expression, and recognition of their own
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worth. In this sense, getting involved and enjoying the proposed tasks is already a first step to activate
resilient factors, since when positive emotions are activated, personal skills are put into action and
self-confidence increases [26,28,37,38].

Additionally, through some dynamics, expositions and games, the participants explored some
difficult circumstances of their lives, which allowed them to recognize and express the emotions that
arise in such situations (frustration, anger, fear) and propose alternative solutions to those problems.
Some authors point out that emotional management can transform the perception of problems from a
constructive approach and deal with adversities in a more optimistic and enthusiastic way [34–36].
On the other hand, the participants in the study opened up to show their sensitivity and romanticism,
which are typical of the awakening of adolescence [100] and had the opportunity to recognize other
personal qualities such as kindness, patience, empathy, and a sense of humor [41], which are internal
resources that function as active coping strategies [83].

It could be observed that the group of three students in this study achieved a certain level
of group cohesion, in which in which all of them considered themselves as part of the group and
showed solidarity with the needs of the others, which are fundamental aspects in the construction of
resilience [22,23,25]. Interactive games, such as a rolling newsprint wheel, collective play with cubes,
collective writing (exquisite corpse), group dynamics, knowing biographies of interesting characters
and writing their own autobiography, allowed them to display their social and cooperation skills
in different ways, and recognize the protective factors related to external support (asking for help,
giving advice, having friends, the value of family, among others) [19–21]. Throughout the sessions,
students recognized the value of friendship and of having role models despite their social and family
circumstances, which have not allowed them to visualize their potential. Crucial to the program was
the use of strategies to stimulate resilience in students with high abilities, such as role models or
mentors [21] who can become significant in their lives, as well as making connections between peers
with similar abilities [58]. It is therefore important to offer supportive and compensatory strategies [16]
that allow both the strengthening of protective factors and the promotion of resilience factors [10,17].

Activities related to positive thinking, self-control, decision making and problem solving were
carried on. In this sense, the participants’ perception of their abilities was somewhat irregular; while one
of them was more resolute, confident in his abilities and displaying a good sense of humor, the other
two were more reserved, but willing to deal with the challenges posed during the intervention, in a
positive way. The activities of the program revealed some shortcomings in terms of motivation for
studying and future goals, but there were also dreams and personal projections such as embarking on
a journey or becoming a musician.

Thirdly, we observe how creativity was a facilitating component for the development of resilience,
examined from the analysis of the students’ tasks and products [30,40,92]. At the beginning of the
intervention, some creativity barriers were found amongst the teenagers [95,96], related to cognitive
factors (low openness, learning problems, difficulties in establishing new relationships with existing
ideas), affective factors (insecurity, impatience, fears, stress), or environmental factors (rigid education,
lack of opportunities, criticism). As Robinson affirms, in many cases, school kills creativity [111].
This was evidenced by the results obtained by students in the test to evaluate creativity, where they
showed very low percentiles in most factors. It has been documented that adverse circumstances can
inhibit creativity [46,52], such as the stress and difficulties that teenagers experience. Stress decreases
divergent thinking because it induces confidence in established responses and routines, giving little
room for the flexibility or fluidity of ideas [44–47].

However, conflict or a situational threat has also been documented to enhance creativity in issues
that are relevant to such conflict [50,51]. This has been evidenced during the program when one of the
participants commented that he started writing poems and songs to the girl he liked, but that she did
not reciprocate his feelings. Thus, from the drawings, stories, participation in collective games and
other group dynamics, the participants became aware of their evolution, unblocking some of their
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inhibitors of creativity and becoming increasingly open to experimenting and creating, which have
been documented by researchers as resilient factors [25,42,43].

One of the limitations of the present study was that it had few participants, which does not allow
the generalization of the findings and it also limits the quantitative evaluation of the effects of the
intervention. Furthermore, one of the limitations was using instruments that showed little sensitivity
when measuring changes after an intervention.

It is important to note that adolescents with high abilities in Mexico receive little educational
attention, since most interventions are focused particularly on elementary school children [112,113],
which is why this study contributes to the visibility of both teenagers and the educational opportunities
that can be offered in school contexts, especially in those with a high level of vulnerability. This research
also takes into account the main aspects of developing resilience with low socioeconomic urban
students [56,57], such as: (a) early identification of high skills; (b) specific interventions to reduce risk
factors through creative activities; (c) counseling for both the student and the school; (d) extracurricular
activities that stimulate creativity with peers with similar characteristics and significant mentors. In this
sense, the recognition of their needs, strengths, and areas of opportunity, as well as working on the
expression of their own identity, their emotions, and their personal and social skills, have served as
ways to enhance their coping resources which prepare them to deal with adversity.
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